Monte Carlo study of the dependence of the KAP-meter calibration coefficient on beam aperture, x-ray tube voltage and reference plane.
The Monte Carlo method was used to study the dependence of the calibration coefficient on the tube voltage, beam aperture and reference plane in simplified over-couch geometries modelling VacuTec's type 70157 KAP-meter both with and without an additional filter. The MCNP5 code was used to calculate (i) energy imparted to air cavities of the KAP-meter and (ii) spatial distribution of air collision kerma at entrance and exit planes of the KAP-meter and at a plane close to the patient. From these data, the air kerma area product and calibration coefficient were calculated and their dependence on the tube voltage and beam aperture was analysed. It was found that the variation of the calibration coefficient as a function of tube voltage was up to 40% when the additional filter was used. The additional filter placed closely in front of the KAP-meter decreased the calibration coefficient for the patient plane by about 10% compared to the ideal additional filter. The effect of the beam aperture was small at the patient plane and negligible for the exit plane.